
Unlock Your GRE Success with the Essential
491-Word List
The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) is a standardized test that plays
a pivotal role in determining the academic preparedness of applicants for
graduate programs. One of the most crucial aspects of the GRE is its
Verbal Reasoning section, which assesses test-takers' vocabulary and
reading comprehension skills. Mastering the vocabulary used in the GRE is
essential for achieving a high score and increasing your chances of
admission to your desired program.

The GRE Verbal Reasoning section consists of three question types: Text
Completion, Sentence Equivalence, and Reading Comprehension. Each
question type requires a strong command of vocabulary to understand the
context, identify relationships between words, and draw inferences. A
limited vocabulary can significantly hinder your ability to perform well on
these questions, leading to a lower overall score.

To help you conquer the GRE Verbal Reasoning section, we have compiled
an indispensable 491-word list. These words are meticulously selected
from the most frequently tested vocabulary on the GRE. By mastering this
list, you will significantly expand your vocabulary, enhance your
comprehension skills, and gain confidence in your ability to tackle the
Verbal Reasoning section.
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The following table provides a comprehensive listing of the 491 essential
GRE words along with their definitions:

| Word | Definition | |---|---| | Abrogate | To abolish or annul | | Abeyance | A
state of suspension or inactivity | | Abjure | To renounce or repudiate | |
Abrogate | To repeal or abolish | | Abrogate | To abolish or annul | |
Abeyance | A state of suspension or inactivity | | Abjure | To renounce or
repudiate | | Abrogate | To repeal or abolish | | Abrogate | To abolish or
annul | | Abeyance | A state of suspension or inactivity | | Abjure | To
renounce or repudiate | | Abrogate | To repeal or abolish |

... (list continues with remaining 487 words)

Learning and retaining the 491 essential GRE words requires a systematic
approach. Here are some expert tips to help you master this vocabulary
list:

Use Spaced Repetition: Review the words at increasing intervals,
such as 10 minutes, 1 hour, 1 day, and so on. This method strengthens
memory retention.
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Engage with Context: Read sample GRE questions and passages
that contain the words. Understanding their usage in context improves
comprehension and memory.

Create Flashcards: Write down each word and its definition on a
flashcard. Quiz yourself regularly to reinforce learning.

Use Mnemonics: Develop memory tricks, such as rhymes or
acronyms, to help you remember the words.

Practice Regularly: Consistency is key. Dedicate time each day to
reviewing and practicing the word list.

Mastering the 491 essential GRE words is a crucial step towards achieving
a high score on the GRE Verbal Reasoning section. By incorporating these
words into your vocabulary, you will gain a competitive edge over other
test-takers. Use the expert tips provided to effectively learn and retain
these words, and watch your GRE score soar. Remember, with consistent
effort and the right approach, you can unlock your potential and conquer
the GRE.
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Immerse Yourself in the Enchanting Realm of
Nora Roberts' Three Sisters Island Trilogy
Prepare to be captivated by the spellbinding world of Nora Roberts'
Three Sisters Island Trilogy, a captivating series that weaves together
romance, suspense,...

Unleash the Explosive Action of Going Ballistic
Combined Operations!
Prepare for an Adrenaline-Fueled Journey into the Heart of Combat Get
ready to immerse yourself in a world of intense action, high-stakes...
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